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Corrigendum-I

Additional Conditions-02 ( Water proofing Treatment)
1. The roof slab is loose condition before quoting the rates contractor may pl see the site conditions.
2. Nozzles to be fixed firmly and while injects the gouts it should be strong enough.
3. If any nozzles comes out, it should be refixed with epoxy materials (Resin and hardener base) and
no extra payment to be made for doing like this.
4. If any reinforcement or rebar comes, at any nozzle mouth, if it should be fixed at new point by
drilling a suitable hole and for which no extra payment be made.
5. Each and every point of work to be executed in the close supervision of Engineer-In-Charge
6. Contractor has to brought fresh cement and should manufactured not more than one month.
7. Grid intervals to be marked at site as per sketch issued by Sr.SE (C).
8. RMC to be brought to the site with plant capacity of 90 000 Mt per hour i.e from Maha cement or
equivalent.
9. Levels of the existing surface to be taken up and to be submitted to Engineer –In-Charge (Sr.SE (C))
in graph sheet. The contractor has to take the drawing from the office and according to which levels
the work to be completed.
10. After taking the necessary drawings/sketches only contractor has to start the work.
11. The paayels or leveling points with Mix of M-20 mixing with Reliance recron fibre (3S), Conplast
X 421IC as per manufacture specifications to be made at intervals of 1mt. This is required for doing
the total work properly.
12. All the materials to be got tested from the Labs of at Osmania University, /JNTU before
incorporating in works as directed by Sr.Superintending Engineer. Designing of CC Mix of required
grades to be designed from the labs of Osmania University, /JNTU as per letter issued by
Sr.Superintending Engineer and Report to be submitted to the him for approval before incorporating
in work.
13. Cement store to be constructed as per CPWD specifications for keeping cement. This Store cannot
be permitted to use as joint/combined works.
14. Minimum two numbers of in working plate type vibrators, with skilled technician who has expertise
in operation should kept at site for vibrating the concrete. If the vibrator not works. The work will
be stopped immediately and RMC will be returned.
15. Contractor should incorporate material only after taking written approval from Sr. Superintending
Engineer. Contractor has to bring the material in advance, considering time required for testing of
material, collecting of test reports etc.
16. Testing of the materials to be got done by the Contractor at his own cost by taking the letter from
the Office of NGRI before incorporating them.
17. Contractor has to arrange error free leveling instruments, leveling staff, surveyor, etc. He has to
submit the levels in required intervals of the ground / area where the work is earmarked to the Sr.
Superintending Engineer.
18. Contractor has to take levels of the work to be completed in writing from the Sr. Superintending
Engineer, before commencement of the work.
19. Expansion joint, etc. to be made/done as per instruction of the Sr. Superintending Engineer.
20. Contractor has to safe-guard the waterlines, power lines, supply lines, sewer lines etc. including
those in under ground. In case of damage the Contractor has rectify/restore with his own cost
immediately without any further delay. No drawings are available, to know where the concealed
services lines are passing.
21. Time of completion of work is essence of the contract. If the Contractor fails to complete the work
within stipulated time, penalty will be imposed as per relevant clauses of Agreement.
22. The contractor should provide necessary safety equipment to his labours, while executing the work.
The contractor is fully responsible for the safety of the labours engaged by him solely and CSIRNGRI, Hyderabad is not liable to any form of compensation for any untoward incident/accident on
any cost.
I read the CSIR Works Agreement Conditions also and work will be completed according
to rules, conditions, additional conditions, special conditions, CPWD specifications, etc. and I will not
claim for any additional amount over and above quoted rates to do the work including above conditions.

